Technical information - Fitting standard panels

What is Aquamura?

DOORWAY

Aquamura is a wall panelling system, made from WBP Birch plywood faced in a high-pressure
decorative laminate. It is a simple, attractive and economical way to transform walls.
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Aquamura panels have an
attractive, tough laminate surface,
and are constructed from quality
water resistant plywood.

For best results with Aquamura
panels, start in corner and finish
over doorway.
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Glue down edge of panel and fix
into corner profile.

Screw down length of grooved
panel. Use appropriate plugs for
concrete, brick or plaster.

In a complete room installation, the tongued and grooved laminate-faced panels fit together
quickly and effortlessly. The fixings are completely hidden.
Within a shower enclosure, full size boards clad each wall, minimising joints, for a hygienic
solution, and no mouldy grout!

wall panelling

GLUE
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Apply sealant in joint before fitting
next panel.

Slide the panel into place.
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Cut last panel of each wall to size.
Glue edge, fit profile and swing into
place.

Mark position of final piece symmetrically over doorway. Cut panels
and fix. Glue and screw where
heads will be hidden by door
moulding or coving.

Fixing shower panels

Accessories

Shower panels should be trimmed to the correct height and width and
then installed resting on the shower tray, embedded in silicon.

Aluminium jointing sections are available in 2500mm lengths in a
variety of finishes: S.A.A., polished aluminium, black and white.

Panels can be glued back to wall battens or glued directly onto a suitable
wall. Aluminium internal corner jointers and end caps are recommended,
with silicon applied into the extrusion.
Internal
profile

External
profile

Continuous
profile

Dimensions

Features
A design-led selection of Continental laminate finishes
Easy to install - no wet trades
Cost-effective
Hard-wearing
Easily cleaned and maintained

Standard panel size
Shower panel size
Shower panel special

Applications

Aquamura complies with Class II surface spread of flame.

Aquamura has been successfully installed in all of the
following locations:
Bathrooms
Fast food restaurants
Gymnasiums and Health Clubs
Pubs, Clubs and Bars
Hospitals and Health Centres
Shower cubicles
Heavy-traffic corridors

Doctors’ surgeries
Changing rooms
Reception areas
Schools
Retail areas
Leisure Centres
Kitchens

Specification
Core material
Face material
Reverse

End cap

2400 x 590 x 11mm T&G
2400 x 1200 x 11mm square cut
2400 x 1200 x 11 mm T&G

12kg
24kg
24kg

Fire Performance
Cleaning and Maintenance
Wipe with a non-abrasive damp cloth and a mild spray detergent.

Warranty

Distributed by

Aquamura is guaranteed for 10 years if correctly fitted, thoroughly sealed
and maintained.
Note: The colours reproduced in this brochure are as close as possible to
the actual laminates. It is recommended that you obtain samples prior to
final specification.

Birch plywood
High pressure decorative laminate
Balancing laminate

For nearest stockists T. 07852 770022 www.aquamura.co.uk
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Earth Collection

White Collection

Bianco (Matt)

Metallic
& Stone
Effects
Collection

Gesso (Gloss)

Breccia gloss (Gloss)

Onyx (Gloss)

Beach Hut (Grain )

Blizzard (Gloss)

Travertine gloss (Gloss)

Mocca Grain (Gloss)

Latte Slate (Slate)

Ice Galaxy (Gloss)

Night Galaxy (Gloss)

Shimmer (Gloss)

Bruno (Gloss)

Pearl Marble (Gloss)

Carrera (Gloss) large scale

Breccia slate (Slate)

Supernova (Gloss)

Sunrise (Gloss)

Mirage (Gloss)

Resa (Gloss)

Frostwood (Gloss)

Dolomite (Gloss)

Cappuccino SLATE (Slate)

Travertine Stone (Stone)

Luna Stone (Stone)

Sand Stone (Stone)

Lucido (Gloss)

Neon Collection

Lime (gloss)
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berry (gloss)

Azure (gloss)
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